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Competitive advantage.
With enhanced features for robust and compact wireless capability, Urbana Smart Came-
ra delivers rapid time to market and ease of integration for remote control
applications at the lowest cost.

Born to be smart
Urbana Smart Camera AI is a camera device with onboard 
computer vision engine for real time video analysis which runs 
smart algorithms for event detection and image processing.
The device can connect to the long range wireless LoRaWANTM 
network and is able to transmit the outcome of the video analysis 
instead of the useless entire video stream. It is able to implement 
services like people tracking, people counting, entrance  and are-
as monitoring, vehicles tracking and the data produced can be 
used to make statictical analysis like mean permanence time, hi-
gher presence areas, etc. The device is powered from grid and 
communicates through LoRaWANTM, 4G, Wi-Fi and Ethernet. 
The device is a plug-and-play solution into Urbana IoT Platform.

Ultimate technology for network connectivity.
The device deploys LoRaTM radio technology for last mile communication. 
This innovative low-power and long-range technology is used by the lo-
cal controller for communicating with Urbana Lamps. It operates under 
LoRaWANTM 1.0.2 standard with coverage radius up to 5 Km for indoor 
scenarios and up to 15 Km for outdoor. LoRaTM technology provides the best 
performances for radio communication in terms of reliability, scalability and 
obstacles penetration with low power consumption. The maximum power 
consumption is 19 dBm with 153 dB of link budget and high sensitivity of 
-138 dBm.

Real-time optimization through Urbana IoT Platform.
Optimised for industrial usage to suit field applications and extended lifetime requirements with
multiple interface options to provide seamless connectivity for different applications.
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* On request
** Under processing
*** The algorithms must be always tuned to the specific installation site.
Urbana products are continuously evolving. Urbana reserves the right to change technical and formal specifications wi-
thout any public advice.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Mechanical
 
 Housing      Solid case
 Material      Metal, Plastic
 Dimensions (mm)     150 (D) x 130 (H) mm
 

Electrical
 
 Input voltage       12VDC +/- 10%
 Input current (max)     2.5A
 Power consumption     12W (max), 5W (idle)
 
Environmental

 Operating Temperature    -25/+60 °C
 Storage Temperature     -40/+85 °C
 IP Rating      IP56

Interfaces and Protocols

 LPWAN       LoRaWANTM

 Ethernet      RJ45 1Gbit (IEEE1588 and IEEE802.1AS)
 Optional peripheral socket    mPCI Express 2.0
  Wi-Fi       IEEE802.11b/g/n (2.4GHz)
  Cellular      LTE Cat.4 
 Deep learning engine onboard   NVIDIA Tegra TK1

Performance
          
 Coverage area at 13m height   65m2

 Camera FOV      45 degrees
 Max. distance for people detection   13m
 Performance of pedestrian detection   72.72 Average Precision on PASCAL Visual
        Object Class test set (Person class)
 Frequency during detection    10Hz
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Capabilities***

 People counting/tracking   Line flow, access control
 Vehicle counting/tracking   Region occupancy rate, off-limit regions, region loitering
 Access control     Access control
 Off-limit region control   Automatic plate number recognition
 Queue detection    Facial recognition
 Object/scene classification   Access control
 Object detection    Object tracking
◦ Object counting
 
Configuration

 Plug&Play using Urbana IoT Platform

LoRaTM interface

 Frequency   LoRaWANTM 1.0.2 Regional Parameters
 Modulation   LoRaTM

 Stack    LoRaWANTM Certified 1.0.2 - Class C
 Sensitivity   -138 dBm (SF 12; SB 125 kHz, CR 4/6)
     -134 dBm (SF 12; SB 250 kHz, CR 4/6)
     -128 dBm (SF 12; SB 500 kHz, CR 4/6)
 Output power   +19 dBm
 RF Data rate   0.24 to 37.5 kbps
 RF Range   up to 15000 m (line of sight)
 Transmission current  128 mA (@3.0 V/+19 dBm)
 Receive current  11 mA
 Stand-by current  <1.8 uA

Urbana products are continuously evolving. Urbana reserves the right to change technical and formal specifications wi-
thout any public advice.

WARNING 
Avoid placing the camera under direct sun exposure or to heating sources.
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Secure cloud access to city lighting system 

On demand statistics and control of system 
efficiency 

Precise geo-location of each single lamp

Energy consumption and diagnostic values 
always available 

Urbana Smart Camera AI is compatible with Urbana IoT Platform, a platform that integrates lighting service 
with a lot of Smart City services like video surveillance, environmental sensors, traffic management, etc.
The module needs the Urbana Gateway to work with the LoRaWANTM platform. It is sold separately.
Urbana Smart Camera and Urbana Gateway are plug-and-play devices. Just need to power them on.

Smart Camera 
AI GATEWAY

IoT PLATFORM
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PRODUCT CODE

DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT FREQUENCY FIRMWARE ACTIVATION

CAMAI 868: 863-870 MHz
915: 902-928 MHz

EU:EU868
US:US915
AU:AU915
AS:AS923

A: ABP*
O: OTAA 

ex. CAMAI868EUO

Products are identified by the following notation.

74mm
130mm 150mm

Urbana Smart Solutions Pte Ltd
140 Robinson Road, #08-02 Crown @ Robinson - 068907 Singapore
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